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Abstract 

The objective of corporate governance, ultimately is the harmonious operation of the 
business system. This is true in large companies, but is it also applies to smaller firms which 
have a growing need to develop an authoritative leadership which is responsible and balanced, 
respecting the interests of all stakeholders?  

This contribution is aimed at providing insights and reflection on possible 
developments in corporate governance within Italian SMEs trying to identify the elements 
necessary to improve the effectiveness of strategies aimed at the development and the growth 
of the size of these firms.  In this paper we present  we present two possible models of 
governance of its own. The gradual and sustained process of globalization and the resulting 
intensification of competition has brought about a need for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) to take the problems of  corporate governance which are typical of large 
companies more. This demand is forcing SMEs to find government models that are more 
acceptable and clearer for investors 

Introduction 

The gradual and sustained process of globalization and the resulting intensification of 
competition has brought about a need for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to take 
the problems of  corporate governance which are typical of large companies more seriously 
(La Porta et al. 1999). 

This demand is forcing SMEs to find government models that are more acceptable and 
clearer for investors. The strategic choices directed towards this goal tend to reduce 
asymmetries of intent between ownership, management and all those involved in various 
capacities in the companies because it is believed that any attenuation can make a significant 
contribution to improving business operating conditions (Burkart e Lee 2007).  

 
The process of globalization does not exclude SMEs, which are increasingly active in 

working  towards internationalization but are part of an operative context whose amplitude 
can no longer be limited within national boundaries. The increasing competition which also 
attracts the participation of  international companies, is in fact, inevitably a source of major 
changes which can create many difficulties with these business realities which form the 
backbone of the Industrial system, not only Italy, but also in Europe. 

In the  enterprises, the regulatory constraints, the numerous stakeholders (Airoldi e 
Forestieri 1998, 131; Aupperle e Van Paham 1989, 263-274; Catturi 1999, 1-14; Coda 1998, 
545-555; Donaldson e Preston 2007, 65-91; Fortuna 2001; Freeman 1986; Freeman e Evan 
1990, 337-359; Freeman, Rusconi e Dorigatti 2009; Hill e Jones 1992, 131-154; Kipley 2009; 
Slinger e Deakin 1999) and the degree of external involvement oblige companies to respect a 
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rigid set of rules with the result that the latter represents the party which initiates the process 
of governance (Lacchini 2002; Trequattrini 1999). 

In SMEs, which are subject to legal constraints weaker than large companies, it is the 
stakeholders, through the request for information, who stimulate the activation of this process 
of good governance and disclosure. 

It is more than acceptable that corporate governance is to be understood as more than 
a way of overcoming conflicts between the various categories of stakeholders and as a system 
of government capable of improving the all system and the companies quality of life: just so 
you can, in fact, create an efficient, effective and correct management system. The objective 
of corporate governance, ultimately is the harmonious operation of the business system 
(Bertini 2009). 

This is true in large companies, but it also applies to smaller firms which have a 
growing need to develop an authoritative leadership which is responsible and balanced, 
respecting the interests of all stakeholders that interact in various ways with the company. 

This contribution is aimed at providing insights and reflection on possible 
developments in corporate governance within Italian SMEs (Alchian and Demsetz 1996, 777-
795; Boat 1994, Bianchi and Enriques 2001) trying to identify the elements necessary to 
improve the effectiveness of strategies aimed at the development and the growth of the size of 
these firms. 

The proper consideration of governance issues can help overcome the traditional 
approaches to growth "without rules" and often "Improvised", which are typical of small 
businesses. 

So, after a brief discussion of the peculiarities that characterize the universe of SMEs, 
this paper presents two models of governance of its own, highlighting especially one of them. 
In this model, the need to use external knowledge and competences is evaluated in terms of 
increasing the organizational context and also satisfying stakeholder information needs. 

In particular the paper proceeds as follows: part 2 synthesizes the situation of Italian 
SMEs and the relative literature review and describes the literature review on Italian corporate 
governance and  part 3 shows the possible corporate governance models applicable to SMEs. 
In part 4 we will look the conclusions. 

  
The Smes Situation In The European And Italian Context 

SMEs, as is known, are the backbone of the Italian economic system and are 
characterized by closed property (Boat 1993, Cortesi,424Saved Alberti and 2004, 19; 
Montemerlo 2000; Visconti 2000, 17), with strong barriers against entry for new members, 
seen as a possible cause of loss of power and control. 

The Italian system is still dominated in its higher concentrations of prevailing business 
groups of a familial character (Amateur and Invernizzi 1995, 207-208; Anderson and Reeb, 
2003, 1301-1328; Aronof and Ward 2001; Astrachan and Shanker 2003, 211-219; Autio and 
Mustakallio 2003; Barca 1993, Corbett 1995, 207-208; D'Alessio 1994; Dematte and Corbetta 
1993, Gennaro 1985; Montemerlo 2000). In these firms the family members hold the absolute 
majority of capital or otherwise hold a position to ensure the decision-making power (Fortuna 
2001, 162) . In the past SMEs have shown a capacity of resistance in recessionary periods. 
They have recently contributed to limiting the negative effects crisis which exploded in 2008 
and which is still going on. In the '90s they were struck, to a lesser extent, by unemployment 
which had, however, strongly affected the large companies. They do not receive the same 
support from the State which private large companies enjoy. In order to find resources, they 
have had to rely on self-financing and the relations established with small local banks. The 
local banks, which according to some authors (Boat 1997; Zattoni 2006), have provided the 



answer through a cooperation which is the more natural answer to the needs of micro-
entrepreneurship. 

Among the factors that determine the better resistance of SMEs compared to larger 
companies, we would like to highlight the speed of change to adaptation and the streamline 
characteristics of the implementation decision-making process that guarantee their survival 
and, sometimes, their development and the growth. The reasons for this success are linked to 
the model inserted within the small business districts in which many Italian SMEs are 
included, now as in the past, SMEs are the so-called "capitalism in networks" (Moller and 
Halien 1996, 26-54), based on an integration which is not only productive but also ethnic and 
cultural diversity. 

For many years the validity of this model has been under discussion, along with the 
changes that should be adequate to make it valid in the context of the global market in terms 
of development, growth and competitiveness of SMEs. 

The model can be competitive in district national borders, but not in the projected 
international markets. The strong competition from them and the hegemony of chains in the 
distribution of foreign consumer goods force many small businesses to cease their activities in 
the presence of the global market, and  there is an increasingly more urgent rationalization of 
Italian business structure with the goal of mitigating the current undersizing. 

In large companies, the articulated government structure allows the design and 
implementation of an effective decision-making process in those of modest size it is the 
entrepreneur that centralizes upon himself strategic and control functions to protect the 
interests of the various actors involved in various capacities in the companies. Despite this 
common characterization, SME sector presents heterogeneous entities which are included in it 
with different qualitative and quantitative characteristics and which are subject to different 
constraints depending on the legal form adopted. The correct understanding and analysis of 
the typical behavior of SMEs must take the previously mentioned high heterogeneity into 
account. These can be identified, in fact, as firms characterized by the presence of very 
different organizational and governance variables while recognizing the presence of common 
traits which constitute the distinctive elements of the phenomenon of  'Small Enterprises': the 
centrality of the entrepreneur and centralist style, the presence of poorly developed an 
organizational structures etc.. 

 
Some Possible Models Of Corporate Governance To Be Applied To Smes 

The universe of SMEs can be divided, from a business point of view, into: 
- Micro-enterprises; 
- Small evolved businesses (Paoloni 1996). 

The first category includes small and very small businesses, normally managed by an 
entrepreneur with limited skills, characterized by a simplified organizational, by non-complex 
management activity and whose disclosure viability is extremely low and limited to the 
fulfillment of reporting obligations imposed by tax legislation. 

The lack of attention paid to formalized corporate governance is also confirmed by the 
trend, which is almost generalized, to outsource the administrative function (accountants and / 
or consultants) who often only have the task of drafting financial statements. 

This document, therefore, has the status of an Administrative instrument, compiled 
from strategic logics of disclosure trend management. 

Slightly different is the situation of cutting edge SMEs, often managed by a more 
ambitious entrepreneur, who are more oriented towards development and growth and more 
aware of the need to give an organizational-management to their businesses, consisting in an  
increased complexity in management. 



 Consequently, these companies are characterized by the presence of a higher level of 
"managerialization" (Marchini 1984; Quagli 1995) which is a necessary precondition to 
make dimensional growth possible. 

In these companies  the administrative function is generally internal and focus 
financial statements are  more pronounced, which the entrepreneur and his collaborators also 
use as a management tool, using them as an aid in decision-making, management and control . 

The importance of the external document, however, has the same limitations as 
identified in the case of micro-enterprises. Often, the prevailing tendency to privacy and the 
lack of openness the small entrepreneur, results in not paying enough attention to the 
information needs of customers, while operating in a relational context which, however, 
would require an effective process of financial communication. 

Even with the  more complex and onerous obligations related to the legal forms most 
regulated, in some cases, taken by SMEs (Italian Srl and SpA) does not change the behavior 
typical of those that tend to maintain the usual attitude characterized by a lack of transparent 
information and a limited attention to the knowledge of the needs of its stakeholders in 
relation to decision-making and the  management of own company. 

It is frequent to find, for example, small businesses that are compliant and have a  
good formal  standing with respect to their obligations and accounting information and to civil 
and tax law, but which are substantially ineffective in terms of quality of information, 
regardless of the ability of their present or potential corporate governance. The preparation of 
the budget, the only external communication tool, in fact, is seen as imperative tax legislation, 
without producing significant effects in terms of disclosure. 

It follows that the instrument does not lend itself to change the attitude of SMEs 
towards economic-financial communication ,  in fact, the socio-cultural profile of the small 
entrepreneur is scarcely affected by the aims which he pursues and his sensitivity to the 
external relational sphere. The governance process and the consequent communication 
viability of these enterprises, therefore, are greatly impoverished, both in terms of content and 
effectiveness (Cesaroni 2002; Paoloni 2006; Paoloni e Demartini 2003). 

Independently from the legal form chosen, SMEs can find more open and aware 
management that, if properly directed , can help create trust and consent by external 
stakeholders. We can find other more closed firms which are unwilling or have only a 
minimal  interest in making their managerial situation formal on the inside and clear on the 
out side. 

It follows that the basic criteria by which the rules of governance of SMEs can be 
defined should descend not from the specific legal form, but rather from the analysis of the 
nature and identity of the interlocutors outside the enterprise and their specific needs of 
knowledge. 

Governance is not, therefore a key factor only in companies where there is clear 
separation between ownership and management and control requirements of management, but 
is all the work the company invests in relation to the operational environment and its 
evolution. 

A model of governance can be defined as an articulated and coherent system of formal 
and informal rules and internal and external actors. This system is able to apply these rules, 
for the organizational development and respect of different stakeholders (Airoldi, Amatori e 
Invernizzi 1995; Barucci e Falini 2005, 371-405; Draghi 1998; Fortuna 2001; Freeman e Reed 
1983; Friedman 1962; Melis 1999). Therefore it is possible to identify, by comparing the rules 
(values, culture, operating systems, etc..) and actors (owners, managers, other stakeholders) 
some models of governance feasible. This correlation is shown in Figure 1, which contains 
the variable "actors" on the horizontal axis and the variable "rules" in the vertical axis . This 



reveals, four different sectors in terms of rules and actors involved in the governance system 
in which we can insert different models: 

1: The formal model, with many rules but only a few actors involved; 
2: The rigid model, with many rules and many actors; 
3: informal model with few rules and few actors; 
4: extemporaneous model, with few rules and many actors. 

The first two models (formal and rigid) are typical of a large companies (listed and 
unlisted), while the extemporaneous and informal models are their smaller realities, 
specifically, the informal one is prevalent in microenterprises, while the extemporaneous one 
is closer to the evolved SMEs. 

In the informal model, in fact, the entrepreneur is often the only person involved in 
performance and in the decision-making process of their company. 

 
Figure 1: Some possible models of governance 
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Even if the small entrepreneur perceives the need to build a support network, his 
failure to establish and maintain a collaborative strategy does not allow the construction of 
real relationships of corporate governance. Furthermore it is also difficult for him to recognize 
his own limitations in developing the processes of growth. This model is typical of that of  
micro-firms which resign or choose to remain small while keeping Intra Moenia leadership.  
There is a greater ability to manage operational processes rather than strategic ones and so, 
over time, it is the cause of limitations on potential development, growth and innovation. In 
the extemporaneous model, we can include the companies whose control is in the hands of 
only a few people (the family), and relationships are built which involve the business interests 
of many individuals. 

In particular, SMEs need to relate with the customer but also with suppliers, 
supervisors and competitors and all those individuals and institutions capable of contributing 
to their competitive development (Ciambotti 2001; Julien, Andriambeloson e Ramangalahy 
2002). 

Creating conditions to develop new ideas and transforming them into products and 
increasing customer satisfaction is not simply the result of a relationship with a category of 
stakeholders such as customers, but is of a shared interaction networking with both formal 
and informal stakeholders. 

All relations can be important, including those which do not apparently provide an 
economic contribution in nature and many are essential to start-ups and the survival and 
development of a company. 

Also informal relations, such as those that are established with friends and relatives, 
may be included in the set of intangibles that make up business capital. 

The literature that has been developed in the field of SMEs shares the view that 
smaller firms derive more benefits from the reports and networks that they build up rather 
than an authoritative form of governance and management (Birley 1985; Larson 1992). 

We must not forget, moreover, the central role of the entrepreneur and central 
command in the SMEs is so important n to the point of making it the only real contact with 



the external market. It is natural, therefore, that SME governance should be based on the 
relationships that the entrepreneur is able to build, whether formal or informal. Some research 
shows that in personal networks entrepreneurs-managers play a central role at every stage of 
corporate life (Aldrich and Dubini 1991) because, through them, the entrepreneurs who track 
down contractors who are difficult to convince and who combine resources without such 
support, manage to increase the innovative development that allows their companies to be 
competitive. Innovation and competitive advantage strongly depend on the entrepreneur and 
on his ability to build valid relationships. There are, however, only a few companies with 
clear rules and coded governance, the permanent admixture of property, operational functions 
and control generate a basic inadequacy in effective management. Operational expertise 
should be complemented from the strategic vision with a capacity of long- term which is 
oriented towards risk assessment and management change (Cortesi 2004, 30). This model is 
typical of small businesses that decide to grow, thus triggering a relational process without 
being able to support it at a managerial level. When assuming this growth, operational ability 
is not sufficient and the entrepreneur needs to be accompanied by people who are able to 
transfer the competence, without increasing the internal organization, given the modest size of 
the corporate structure. In smaller companies it is the entrepreneur who ensures the 
performance of the strategic functions, the control and synthesis of interests which converge 
in the company (Airoldi and Forestieri 1998). The dimensional growth generates the need for 
a process delegation that is rarely implemented for fear of losing control of the firm and thus 
surpassing that requirement, However, the management team expands and a problem in 
management arises. The expansion of this team should be accompanied and supported by a 
shared process redefining leadership roles, but generally this does not happen as the operation 
decision-making body is dominated by the will of the property and is sometimes convinced 
that the managers do not have adequate skills to manage the company, resulting in the 
business development becoming blocked and the creation of value being undermined. The 
entire architecture of governance must be reformulated and owner does not necessarily need 
to be the pillar management team, and the articulation of the decision-making process must be 
clearly defined as well as the modalities of participation of the same process and property 
managers. 

Therefore governance in such companies is mainly an issue of leadership and stems 
from the awareness of the entrepreneur who is involved in the authority and fullness of his 
role and is considered as dependent in his company, but who is willing to form relationships 
on a board which are  formal or informal and are established within it. In addition, the 
increase in the number of persons charged with governance improves the relationship with 
banks, which play a decisive role in the financing function of SMEs, as demonstrated by the 
different statistical surveys which showed the frequent and extensive use of the same bank 
loans, mainly short-term. The problems and limitations encountered in the attitude of these 
companies in communication and economic have long encouraged the  financial attention of 
scholars who, anxious to develop solutions to improve information, limit the risk of 
inconsistent formulas proposed with the attributes that distinguish them. This problem grew 
after the Basel 2 agreement, which has highlighted the need to develop a more open dialogue 
between stakeholders and SME banks in order to allow them to develop an appropriate 
financial analysis and evaluate the degree of risk associated with the financing granted. The 
Basel 2 agreement generated concerns about the possibility of access to credit for SMEs It 
was feared, in fact, that it would penalize the possibility of  inducing banks to obtain funding 
to reduce the credit and to increase interest rates. This fear has resulted from a  principle 
according to which the capital requirements of banks are determined analytically, i.e. referring 
individual risk positions. since this is inversely proportional to the size of the financing, the 
credit extended to SMEs tend to engage percentages which are higher than the bank capital, 



which could then decide to divert their commitments to less risky customers,  or increase 
interest rates to offset the additional risk borne and the increase in the required capital 
(Fortuna 2005, 255). Basel 2, however, also offers the opportunity for SMEs that have a good 
level of ratings to mitigate the effects of rules. This fact would seem to justify, the fact that 
SME have an attitude of particular care in managing relationships with banks, which should 
be provided with the necessary information and documents so that they can assess the current 
and foreseeable enterprise and, therefore, meet its needs. The hypothesis, however, is 
profoundly at odds with the indications derived from operational reality, which shows small 
businesses as being insensitive to the knowledge requirements of credit institutions and 
apparently unconvinced of the opportunity to establish an open and transparent relationship to 
obtain, in exchange, consensus and the availability of collaboration. 

Conclusion 

The above considerations make us think that we should seriously consider the 
possibility to extend, even for SMEs, especially if evolved, the existence of a management 
team that can provide guarantees and entrepreneurs who support the creation of the company 
interests which are connected to it in various ways,  making responsible decisions which will 
enhance both the external and internal environment and competitiveness, "Good governance 
does not require too many rules, written to be implemented "(Bertini 2009). 

Governance, especially in SMEs, can not be considered as a system of rigid rules but 
as a set of people led by an efficient management consisting of highly professional experts 
and inspired by ethical principles. Investing in the governance model is especially useful in 
companies that can be traced back to the model "Impromptu", in which the choice of growth 
implies that the entrepreneur, carries out a balanced exercise of the function strategic. In such 
cases, you must put together people who have a mix of skills and experience which is 
adequate to support the behavior of the small entrepreneur. 

The extemporaneous model , in fact, is based on the improvisation of the small 
business owner who have got two fundamental and opposing characteristics . The first 
consists of ingenuity and intuitiveness, the other is powered by an unconsciousness and 
resourcefulness that results, sometimes in an unbalanced behavior that emerges especially 
when one or more "lucky"  ideas are successful. It is not uncommon, in fact, that following a 
successful initiative, self esteem increases and the courage of the economic entity which, 
thanks to the successful outcome of the same, he is motivated to throw himself into new 
adventures which are increasingly bigger and more challenging, but at the same time 
characterized by increasing levels of risk. 

Stakeholders (banks, suppliers, customers) that rotate entrepreneurial activity may be 
favorably influenced by the positive atmosphere which characterizes the company at a time of 
success and development, increasing contact with it, and thus enhancing its relational 
dimension. The greatest danger, however, is that, during the rise of the fictional, the 
entrepreneur could fail and threaten everything he has built up until then. 

Let's talk about the fictitious rise, because the business choices, based on intuition, 
experience gained, do not have solid foundations in terms of managerial competence and may 
present a serious deficiency process, which circumscribes  the success of the single idea in the 
short term but does not guarantee a future perspective. It then happens that when the failure of 
the next business venture fails, given the modest size and the absence of competent managers, 
the entire business activity may be compromised. 

The attitude of the classic small business in the extemporaneous model is to use 
external skills (business consultants, lawyers, financial analysts, banks) in order to obtain 
financial support or a management that can recover from difficult conditions. The moment 



this happens, however, the survival of the company may already be compromised and it may 
be too late to address the negative consequences which are not balanced with respect to the 
organizational and structural context of the company.  

If this support had been sought earlier in the crisis and if the comparison was with 
people outside required and were achieved before, you could prevent a difficult situation, 
because the economic subject would have an interest to act according to a logic of caution and 
deliberation. It is not said, in fact, that the contractor who will to grow also has the qualities to 
do so and the fact to be specialized in the production function typical of his business is no 
guarantee of success in this regard. An independent director or, in an early stage, even a 
consultant could provide activation of a process of structuring corporate governance. 

Corporate governance in SMEs, in fact, is the result the combination of experience 
and expertise. In the same way that a small business is not a small-big business, Corporate 
governance of small size is the square root of that of a large enterprise. You can not expect to 
translate each mechanism from small to large companies only by reducing difficulties or 
elements. Gradual steps are necessary , one of which, for example, is a first flanking toward 
the entrepreneur by a subject with managerial capacity of which is often lacking. 

The development of effective corporate governance in SMEs can not therefore be 
imposed from above but  is essential for the growth in size. We think, in fact,  the best large 
companies are the result of  process of growth of SMEs rather than large companies' top-
down "(Telecom, Enel etc..) in the light of a privatization process. SMEs that grow gradually, 
mimicking the time management and organizational processes of large companies should aim, 
therefore, for a progressive construction of appropriate rules of governance to impose a 
managerial component to complement the entrepreneur for the gradual process of 
development and growth in enterprise, in line with its needs, goals and the difficulty of 
achieving them. 
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